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In this section, we will focus on the role of power in negotiation. In negotiation,
parties often aftempt to exert both direct and indirect pressures on the other, in
order to advocate their interests and win the conflict. We will dehne the sources
of this pressurc as powen and the tactics designed to apply this pressures as influ-
ence. Tbis chapter will review the major sources of power and types of influence
used in negotiations.

Power has multiple, often overlapping, or even contradictory meanings. It is
often used interchangeably with leadership, influence, and persuasion. And like
these concepts, power is multidimensional and complex; thus, before going fur-
ther, we need to clarify what we mean by the term and how we are going to use it.

Why Is Power Important to Negotiators?
The primary reason that negotiators seek power is because power gives the nego-
tiator some advantage or leverage over the other pafiy. Negotiators usually use
this advantage to secure a greater share of the outcomes or derive their preferred
solution. Seeking power in negotiation usually arises from one of two beliefs:

. The negotiator believes she cunently has less power than the other party.
In this situation, she believes the other paay already has some advantage
that can and will be used in the negotiation process, so she seeks power
to balance or offset the power of the other.

. The negotiator believes he needs more powet than the other party to
increase the probability of controlling the process and securing a desired
outcome. In this context, one negotiator believes that added power is
necessary to gain or sustain an advantage in the upcoming negotiation.
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The types of power negotiators seek in these two situations may well be the
same, but the likely impact is different. The impact varies depending on whether
the negotiator seeks power to create a power balance or imbalance relative to
the other, and whether she does so for offensive or defensive strategic purposes.
In the first situation, the negotiator who seeks a power balance is doing so to
increase the likelihood that each negotiator can achieve his goals. As an offensive
strategy, balancing or equalization is likely to be more consistent with a desire ro
pursue an integrative strategy and achieve either a compromise or collaborative
outcome. As a defensive strategy, a negotiator pursues equalization to assure that
the other does not obtain an inappropriate or undeserved share of the outcome or
settlement. Thus, as a general rule, power equalization is consistent with inten,
tions either to pursue a collaborative outcome or to block the other from gaining
a competitive advanråge.

In contrast, the negotiator pursuing a power imbalance (enhancement) seeks
to gain more power than the other. As an offensive strategy, the negotiator may
pursue this option to assure greater control over the division of resources-in s
short, to competitively win the negotiation. As a defensive strategy. the negotia-
tor usually pursues this end because he fears that the other is also rrying to
increase his or her power-in order to beat him at his own game. In both cases,
negotiators pursue power enhancement for distributive, competitive purposes-to
enhance the likelihood of achieving a preferred solution or to gain a dispropor-
tionate share of the negotiated outcomes.

As we discuss in this section, there are many forms of power in a negotiation
context and hence many ways that negotiators can gain and use power. Moreover,
as we will point out, having the potential for power does not necessarily mean that
it is used, or used wisely. In general, negotiators who don't care about their power
or who have matched power---€quatly high or low-will find that their delibera-
tions proceed with greater ease and simplicity toward a muruaily satisfying and
acceptable outcome. In contrast, negotiators who do care about their power and
who are seeking to match or exceed the other party's power may find that their
efforts are highly successful in the short term but also create problematic long-
term consequences.

A Definition of Power

In a broad sense, people have power when they have "the ability to bring about
outcomes they desire," or "the ability to get things done the way one wants them
to be done."l However, the same people could arso be described as having influ-
ence, being persuasive, or being leaders. we need some way of separating power
from other influence processes that are used in interpersonal relations.

There are many definitions of power. we prefer what may be called a rela-
tional definition of power proposed by conflict scholar Morton Deutsch;

An actor . . . has power in a given situation (situational power) to the degree that he
can satisfy the purposes (goals, desires, or wants) that he is artempting to fulfil] in that
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situation. power is a^relational concept; it does not reside in the individuat but ratherin the relationship of the person to his environment. Thus, the power of an actor in a

ffä:åTåis 
determined bv the characreristics of rh"'ri;;i;;il as bv his

In his discussion 
ll,nowe1 Deutsch suggesrs rhat there has been a tendencyto view power as an attribute of the actor oniyi rn, view would ignore that poweris derived from the situation or context in *ticr, an actor op.iut"r. Rather, asDeutsch suggests, when considering the statement ,A is more powerful than B,,,a discussion of power shourd view it from three distinct perspectives (which areoften intenelated):

Environmentar power, or ä is usua'y more able to favorably influence his overallenvironmenr and./or to overcome irs resistance than is B,; ,rt"iir"iii-ir*er or o isusually more able to.influence B favorabiy and/or to overcome B,s reiistance than B

::å::: Hj1,;1A'; 
and personat po.i,; o, 'A is usuany;;;;; satisry his

In this chaptel we organize our discussion of negotiator power into twostages: power bases, or sources, and influence strategies.we will refer to powerbases as rhe reperroire of tools availabie to influencJtn".nuiron*lni, rt" ort",party' or our own desires. we wiil talk about a number of different uur", otpo*".,or types of tools, that are available to a negotiator. The toors themserves are notpower-power is the ffictive use of those toors in the right way in ihe'appropriate situations' In this chapter, as we consider the differeniu^", 
"ip"*er, 

we willessentia'y be looking at the way each base can be used to ga" ,,ir" .ovantageor leverage oyer the environment or the other pany.
After discussing the dominant bases of power, we will then turn to a discus-sion of patterns (or strategies) of influence. Influence strategies are the manner inwhich the tools are put into use, or enacted through a sftategy, to accomplish aparticular influence objective. we wilr describe severar malor inRu.n.e ,t atrgier,each of which uses one or more of the power bases in a different way. In any givennegotiation or influence situation, one or more innuence ,o*"gi"räui u" porri_ble, depending upon rhe power sources ava'abre and the 

"*;;är"nce forusing some influence strategies and not others.4

Soarces of Power

understanding the different ways that power can be exercised is best accom_plished by looking at the various ,ou..., (or bases) of power unJ tr," *uy, ,rru,they are typically exercised. one well-known typology of power identified fivemajor power bases: rewant.f?*.r, coercive io*"r, legitimate power, expertpower' and referent power.s Arthough *uny .ont**porary discussions of powerare still grounded in this typology, we will reclassify this list somewhat and addseveral new sources of power. A summary list of our ,"j;;;;;.;;, oi po*", i,shown in Table 9.1.
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Tnrm 9.1 Sources ofPower

Information and expert power

Resource control

Legitimate power

Authority
Reputation
Performance

Location in the structure
Centrality
Criticality and relevance

Flexibility
Visibility

Personai power

Atfactiveness and friendliness

Integrity
Patience and tenacity
Emotion

Information Power and Expert Power

Within the context of negotiation, information power is perhaps the most com-

mon source of power. Information power is derived from the ability to assemble

information that can then be used to support the position we want to take, argu-

ments we want to make, or outcomes we desire. This information may also be

used as a tool to challenge the other's position or desired outcomes and hence

undermine the effectiveness of his negotiating arguments.

Information power refers to the accumulation and presentation of informa-

tion that will change the other's point of view or position on an issue. Information
power and its sources are related to the message or content strategies of persua-

sion that we described eailier in the previous chapter. For example, information
power can be related to the credibility and trustworthiness of the sender (source)

of the message, the content of the message, the structure of the message (partic-

ularly in the way that the information is presented), or the style and techniques

used in presenting and delivering the message.6

Within the context of negotiation, information is the key source of power, at

the heart ofthe process. In even the simplest negotiation, the parties take a posi-

tion and then present facts, arguments, viewpoints, and data to support that posi-

tion. I want to sell a used motorcycle for $1,000; you say it is only worth $500. I
proceed to tell you how much I paid for it, point out what good condition it is in,
what the atftactive features are, and why it is wonh $ 1,000. You point out the fact
that it is five years old, emphasize the paint chips and rust spots, and comment

that the tires are worn and really should be replaced. You also tell me that you
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can't afford to spend $1,000. After 20 minutes of discussion about the motor-

cycle, we have eichanged extensive information about its original cost and age,

itsdepreciationandculTentcondition,thebenefitsanddrawbacksofthispartic-
ular siyle and model, your financial situation and my need to raise cash' and a

variety of other factors"

ihrougtr the information presented by each side, a common definition of the

situation 
"Å..g.r. 

By the u*ount and kind of information sitared and the way the

n.gotiuto^ tafi anout it, both parties derive a common (and' hopefully' realistic)

picture of the culTent condition of the motorcycle, its market worth, and the pref.

"."n"", 
of each side with regard to buying and selling that motorcycle' This infor-

mation need not be 100 p"r.rnt true-bluffs, exaggerations' omissions' and dis-

tortions of information *uy o..ur. I may tell you I paid $1'800 for the bike when

Ionlypaid$1,500;Imaynottellyouthatthe,clutchneedstobereplaced'You
*uynottellmethatyoucanactuallypay$1,000butthåtyousimplydon,twant
to spena that much. iW" r"to- to these issues in Chapter 11' when we discuss

tro* tylng and deception are used as power tactics') Nevertheless' the information

exchanged,andthecommondefinitionofthesituationthatemerges,servesasa
rationaL for each side to modify his or her positions and eventually to accept a

settlement. Both of us arrive at a mutually satisfactory price-$800, including a

loan of $200 that I have given you to pay me back over six months. our feelings

of satisfaction come frori deciåing on the price itself and from also deciding that

the price is justified because of the way the other party behaves in the negotiation'
^Exp"rt 

power is a special form of informational power' Expert power is

accordedtotho,"whoareseenaShavingachievedsomelevelofcommandand
mastery of specific information. These individuals gain respect and credibility

deference based on their expertise. You can establish yourself as an expert in a

number of ways. One way is to show off your credentials, such as a university

degreeorarealestatelicense.Thisiswhyphysicianshangtheirdegreesand
liclnses on their walls, and accountants use the C.P.A. abbreviation after their

name and alwap appear in conservative business dress. So, if credentials can be

hungonthewall,whynothavethenegotiationinyouroflrcesotheycanseethe
evidence of your expertise? or if you have written an important article on the

subject, give them a copy. Another way is by providing evidence that other peo-

ple"have-acknowledgeä your expertise. people commonly provide references

fromthosewhocanverifytheirexpertise.Also,youcanpracticename-dropping,
mentioning persons whose expertise is well-known and established. Finally, you

can show i6ät you have a level ofknowledge worthy ofbeing deemed an expert

by rattling off a mass of facts and figures, referencing relevant but obscure bits

oi criticaiinformation, or discussing the pros and cons of a strategy or argument

ar great length. In fact, a common negotiation technique is the snow job' in which

the-negotiÅr inundates the other party with so much information that the other

cannot-process it all-he thus may be more likely to accept the expert's simpli-

fication of this information in a way that promotes the expert's preferred strate-

gy or solution.
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Resource Control

Thesecondmajorsourceofpowerinnegotiationiscontroloverresources.T
People who control resources are powerful because they can allocate and dis-

pensethoseresourcestopeoplewhowilldowhattheywantandwithhold(ortake
away) those resources from people who don't do what they want'

Resources can be of ai types' As already discussed' the most important

resources are those which matter most to the target. In an organizational context,

some of the most important resources include:

.Money,initsvariousforms:cash,salarydollars'budgetallocations'
grants, bonus money, expense accounts, and so on'

. Supplies: raw materials, components, pieces' and parts'

. Time: if the other party is pressured to produce a quick settlement or

meet a deadline, cåntrol over time can put extreme pressure on the

other PartY.
. Equipment: machines, tools' technology, hardware and software'

vehicles, conveyor belts' and the like'

. Critical services: repair, maintenance, upkeep, installation and delivery,

technical support, transportåtion, and so on'

. Human capital: labor power, work teams, staff'

Resourcepowercomesnotonlyfrombeingabletocontrolanddispense
resources, but älso from the ability to crcate a resource base in an environment

where resources appear to be scarce. Researcher Jeffrey Pfeffer described how

political and corporate figures have built powerful empires founded on resource

.ont ol,t Lyndon Johnson built a major power base during his early years in

Congress by taking over the "Little Congress" (a speaker's bureau for clerical

persånnel and aides to members of Congress) and leveraging it into a major

power base. Similarly, Robert Moses, beginning as Parks commissioner of New

York city, built a power empire that resulted in the successful construction of 12

bridges, 35 highways,75l playgrounds, 13 golf courses, 18 swimming pools' and

more than 2 million acres of park land in the New York metropolitan area, mak-

ing him one of the major power brokers of New York from 1960 to i990.

, To use resources aS a basis for negotiation power, we must develop or main-

tain control over some scarce commodity that the other party wants. Successful

- control over resources must also assure that the other party cannot get those same

resources from someone else-in Order to get what she wants, she must deal with

you directly. Finally, in dispensing those resources, the power holder must be

willing to give them out to others depending upon the other's compliance or coop-

eration with the power holder's request. Increasing scarcity of resources of all

kinds has led to the new golden rule of organizations: "Whoever has the gold

makes the rules."
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Legitimate Power

There are times when people respond to directions from another, even directions

they do not like, because they feel it is proper (legitimate) for the other to tell

them and proper (obligatory) for them to obey, even though they do not like what

they are ueing oirected to do. This type of power is legitimate power, derived from

oc"upylng alarticutarjob title, office, or position in an organizational hierarchy'

Most legitimate power comes from the social structure.e When individuals

and groups årganize ihemselves into any form of social system-a small busi-

n"rr, u combat unit, a uniOn, a political action committee, or a Sports team-they

almost immediately create some form of organizational structure and hierarchy'

They elect or appoint a leader and may introduce formal rules about how deci-

sions will be made, work divided, responsibilities allocated, and conflicts man-

aged. without this social ordering, chaos would prevail and group coordination

would take forever. The need for a social structure to enhance efficiency and

effectiveness, then, creates the basis for legitimate power'

There are several ways to acquire legitimate power. First, it may be acquired

by birth. Elizabeth II, as queen of England, has the title of queen and all of the

stature this title commands in the structure of the British constitution and the his-

tory of the Empire. Yet she has little actual power in terms of her ability to run the

day-to-day affairs of Britain. second, legitimate power may be acquired by elec-

tion; the iresident of the United States has substantial legitimate power, derived

from the legal structure of the American government. Third, legitimate power is

derived simply by being appointed or promoted to some office, job, rank, or orga-

nizational position. Thus, by holding the offrce or title of director or general man-

ager, the person is entitled to all the rights, responsibilities' and privileges that go

with that position.

Finaliy, legitimate authority is also accorded to indlviduais who hold a posi-

tion for which we show respect. In many societies, the young listen to and obey

older people. People listen to those who occupy highly respected public offrces

and certain occupations, like the clergy. They do what these people say because

they believe that it is proper to do so. Although these power holders also have

some reward and coercive power, they seldom, if ever, use it.l0 Legitimate power

cannot function without obedience, the "consent of the governed." If enough

British citizens question the legitimacy of the queen and her authority--€ven

given the hundreds of years of tradition and law on which it is founded-her con-

tinued rule will be in serious jeopardy. If enough women challenge the pope's rul-

ings on abortion, birth control, or other social policy, the pope's authority will
erode. When enough people begin to distrust formal authority or discredit its legit-

imacy, they will begin to defy it and undermine its potential as a power source'

As a result, it is not uncommon for those who hold legitimate power to

accumulate other power Sources (such as resource control and information) to

buttress their power base. With the title of vice president of a company also comes
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privileged information and control over financiar and human resources. whenthat vice president needs to implement an organizationar decision,-rt. n'uy .urion her titre, information, and control over resources to get others to comply.In the context of extending legitimate authority, rt"is arso impo-rtanr to dis_cuss two other derivative sources of power: reputation and, performance.
Reputation is the image one deverops in an organizaiion, the *uy pJopt" come totalk abour and describe a particurar individual. Repurarion i, ,h;d;;y what onehas done before-perfornance. If you want to uuiro a .eputatio,i rorl"ing po*_erful, then you have to use power, get things done, have ; G;;;; orhers, andmake sure that such accomplishments are-made public so that others will knowof them' In short, with the acquisition of Iegitimacy comes resource control andinformation control. These three sources oriower may be used to do a job well,get performance to occur, or have impact. io the aegtee trrut you 

-riake 
perfor-mance sufficiently visibre, others wilr iee it and comÅent on rt. tn Äi, *uy, ."p-utations are derived and employed as a power source-so that when an individ-ual needs to actually exercise power, sne may not actually have to use informa_tion, resources, or authority bui may simply invoke her reputation tor using thosetools.l I For example, the reputations or vtu-trutmu Ghandi ano tvtartin iuther Kingwere derived from incidents in which they were w'ling to undergo great person-al sacrifice for their causes early in theii careers, a reputation that then servedthem well as they sought to mobilize larger groups of people to bring abour broadsocietal change.

Incation in an Organizational Structure
Some individuars become powerful simpty by virtue of being in a key position,even though that posirion does not trau" a lot of organiåri"""i-ä,rroriry.rz
Individuals who are exposed to a large amounr of inforriation, rh;;; respons-ible for collecting vitaf information äno furring it rrom one place ro anorher, orwho do jobs the organization has deemed central to its organizational mission orsuccess can gain power through these activities. euni.äu.ty us Jrganiration,change to meet the demands of changing mart.ts, environmental conditions, eco-nomic turbulence, and worldwide cåmfetitive pressures, individuals find them_selves in tasks, duties, and functions that become critical to the organization,sability to change or be successfur. The job 

'ouy 
no, have a fancy title, a big bud_get, or a large corner offrce, but it can irovide signirr"unt po*". i/"rio" or rminformation and resource conffol associated with it.

From an organizational perspective, understanding power in this way isderived from conceptualizing un oiguni"ution no, u, a hierarchy, but as a networkofinterrelationships.l3 Networks ."f,."r"nt key individuals as circles or nodes, andrelationships between nodes as linei oftransaction. (See Figure 9.lA and B for anexample of a network, as compared to an organizationar 
-ni*..rry.x"oividuals

who need to interacr with eactrother 1or whåo interact with each other) in theorganization are connected by these lines.la In hierarchy ,".n,r,-porirron uro
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formal authority are directly related to how high up the position is in the hierar-

chy, and to how many people report to that individual. In network terms, in con-

trast, power is determined by the following alternative criteria.

Centrality. The more central a position (node) is in a network of exchanges and

transactions, the more power that node occupant will have. Centrality may be

determined by the amount of information that passes through a node, the number

of transactions that occur through the node, or the degree to which the node is

central to the flow.ls Centrality may also simply relate to where one's office is

located in the organization-in the hallway where the president walks to lunch or

in some back corner where one is never seen.

Criticality and Relevance. A second source of network power is the criticality

of the node, Although a Eteat deal of information or resources may not flow

through the node, what does flow through it is essential to ihe organization's mis-

sion, major task, or key product. Injobs that are high in criticality, the key person

is charged with assembling information from many locations, which brings him

or her into frequent contact with important people and requires the key person to

integrate the information into a recommendation, action strategy, or decision.

Flexibility. A third source of network power lies in the position's flexibility, or

the degree to which the key individual can exercise discretion in how certain deci-

sions are made or who gains access. Flexibility is often related to criticality. A
classic example of flexibility is the role of gatekeeper, the person in a network

who controls the access to a key hgure or group. Anyone who wants to get to the

key person has to go through the gatekeeper. If you want to see the boss, for
example, you have to get permission and access from the secretary.

Visibility. Finally, nodes differ in their degree of visibility*that is, how visible

the task performance is to others in the organization. A negotiator who negotiates

with his constituency (or team) in the room has high visibility; if the negotiator
gains significant concessions from the other party while being watched, the team

will give him a great deal of affirmation.
In summary, the more traditional view of legitimacy as a source of power is

that it is derived from the formal title, duties, and responsibilities that accom-

pany an organizational posttion. However, power can also be derived from one's

location in the overall flow of information, goods and services, and personal rela-

tionships in that system. Acquisition of power requires the savvy individual to

understand whichjobs and duties are central, critical, flexible, and visible, since

occupants may also use their position to accumulate information, resources, and

personal relationships that may be leveraged into further power and influence.

Personal Sources of Power

We come to the last category of sources of power: the personal qualities that an

individual brings to the negotiator role that individuals can convert into influence.
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Although a large number of personal qualities may contribute to a power base, we
will mention the four most important here: personal atffactiveness, integrity, per-
sistence, and emotion.

Personal Attractiveness (Friendliness). one critically imporrant attribute that a
negotiator can bring is the ability to be triendly and outgoing and to establish a
personal relationship with the other parties in the negotiation. The ability to show
some direct, personal interest in the other helps to soften the harder edges of some
of the other power sources. Friendliness also involves a strong emotional sompo-
nentl warmth, empathy, and caring about others appeals to the moods and feel-
ings of the other party as well as the intellect. Rather than immediately getting
down to business, the negotiator uses friendliness to get to know the other nego-
tiator, talks about topics that wili put the other at ease, discovers rhings that they
may have personally in common, uses empathy and sensitivity, and establishes a
personal relationship with the other.

Emotion. Although emotion is clearly a component of friendliness, other emo-
tions beside warmth, empathy, and compassion enter into negotiation. Fear, angel
or excitement can become an integral part of many negotiations-particularly
over issues about which we feel strongly. Emotion combines with persistence to
lead to assertiveness and determination.

Emotion is a power source because expressing it sometimes offers a dram-
atic contrast to our expectations-which is that negotiation should be a cool,
calm, rational exchange of information and resources, As we have previously stat-
ed, most people expect negotiation to be driven by cold, logical analysis of out-
come maximization and economic valuation of alternatives. yet we also know
that negotiators frequently do not behave according to the principles of logic and
economic rationality. In addition, when everyone else is being rational, it is fre-
quently the person who expresses strong feelings, gets angry, or makes an impas-
sioned speech in favor of her proposed solution who carries the day.r6 Emotion is
a power source when it can be effectively used to win over the other party's heart
by appealing to her passions, values, or personal sense of what is right, fair, and
just. Union organizers, politicians, and motivational speakers all understand the
importance of arousing emotion as a way to persuade someone.

Integrity. A third personal quality is inregrity. Integrity is character-rhe person-
al values and ethics that ground our behavior in high moral principles. Integrity is
the quality that assures people we can be trusted. If people expose their vulnera-
bilities to us, we usually will not exploit those vulnerabilities when we are
attempting to influence them. If people trust us with confidential information, we
will not disclose that information ro others. Finally, integrity is the quality that
assures people that if we make an agreement, we can be trusted to keep that agree-
ment, to abide by its terms and conditions and to follow through on it. If people
will trust us with confidential information and expose their vulnerabilities to us,
w_e_ are likely to establish strong_er personal relationships with them and to make

189
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stronger deals'l7 Similarly, if people believe that we can be trusted to fbllowthrough and implement our agreements, we aro more likery to be abre to completeagreements that will benefit us.

Persistence and renacity. Finally, persistence and tenacity are arso varuable per-sonal qualities in a negotiator. children are often caned gråat n"gotrut*, because,TI.*" so wonderfrrltV qersrs-191t in pursuing wtrat tnly **i S"yi"g no to achild does nor mean that the child gives up urläng; usually, kids find all kinds ofcrearive ways ro persist in rrying to achi"uå th"i, oblective'itrre .*J;;, the toy,watching the TV show). Another part of success comes from finding new, unique,and.creative ways to pursue the iame request. persistent peopre ur?ni n"".rr*-ily doggedly commined to pursuing theiigoals brindry and rigidly; instead, theyalso dispray creativity in finding n"r *uyi-to pursue the same objective.In summary, we have considered nve major sources of power; informationand expertise' resources' legitimacy and format authoriry, location within a com-munication network, and personal sources such as personal attractiyeness, emo_tion, integrity, and persistence. we will now turn to the ways negotiators imple_ment these power sources, or "toors," through various ,t utrgiri u;-åctics ofinterpersonal infl uence.

The Application of
In this section, we examine power in action, which we wilr calt influence.Researchers have not reached u 

"onr"nru* 
on either the number of specificalry dif_ferent influence strategies used or the most meaningful grorpingräi,t.r. ,our"-gies't8In this section, we propose 10 different influence strategies that may be usedin negotiation' Each one draws on one or more sources of powea and each may beeffective under specific conditions. Although we describe each one separateiy, theymay be used in various combilations to.ni*." their strength *Jir"p*ior ro suirthe needs of the situation. Ler us now consider each in o"år, r"ir" ää-ir"r.nr, usummary of these influence strategies and ties them to their power bases.

Persuasion

Persuasion is used when the negotiator wants to change the target,s mind throughinformation. The agent uses rational arguments, logii, facts, äufyr"r, ,rurir,i"r.scientific studies, reports, data, and any-other information that is availabä:;;struct a fact-based, logical case. Iniormation and expertise are tl-," primarysources of power used in this influence strategy. Use of tie ,nu*gy Äm", thatthe information and facts create a compeiling-logical argument, that the informa_tion and facts are not subject to bias år airårtion, and that the other is seekingfacts and logic and will make a decision uar"o on rrigh-quariif iniorru,ion.Persuasion is a very common form of influence, particularly in logical decisionmaking and when exerting influence upward (to a boss),
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Influence Strategies and the power Tools They Use

Influence Strategy Power Sources (Ised

l. Persuasion lnformadon and expertise-informadon may be derived from
position in structure

Resources

Position in structure-may extend resources

Friendliness, aRractiveness, ald emotion

More explicit use of friendliness for expedient purposes

"Verbal" resources combined with friendliness

Information combined with persistence and emotion

Information combined wrth emotion

Information ard resources combined with solicitation of
others' information and resources

Information, negative resource control, and emotion

Various power tools used to build suppon among a coalition
(information, resources, friendliness) and theri use group
support as leverage
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9. Pressure

10. Coalitions

Exchange

Legitimacy

Friendliness

Ingratiation

Praise

Assertiveness

Inspirational appeal

Consultation
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Exchange

A second influence strategy is exchange, the process of explicitly or implicitly
offering resources or favors (promises una assistance) to secure the other,s com_pliance and cooperation. some authors have said that exchange i, it. ,rr" u,bargaining in that the user either directly or implicitly suggests; ftade-in short,"If I do X for you, will you do y for mer" ixctrangeä uu,guining relies onresources as the power base, particularly resources that can b; tranilated intorewards for the other-favors, benefits, incentives, treats, perks, * tne ute.Exchange frequently invokes the use of promises and comminnnr, u, f"rrrruriu.tools-obligations we are willing to make in exchange for the other,å coopera-tion' compliance, or commitment to give us what we want. These are often nego_tiated so that I complete my obtigation now, but choose not to ask yåu to com_plete your obligation until some point in the future. By doing so, we låave a seriesof-chits or other obrigations out in our interpersonal marketplace, which we cancall back in when we need them,le obrigations may be creaGd in several ways-

doing favors for people, recognizing and praising them for their accomplish-
ments, helping people our, or paying them individual attention when the job
demands do not require it or people do not expect it.zo
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Legitimacy

The third influence strategy is legitimacy*using the power vested in the organi-

zational position, title, and office and exerting influence by asking people to follow

directives derived from that position or title. Legitimacy is effective to the extent

that the target believes that the request is derived from the agent's formal authori-

ty base, is consistent with that authority, and is also consistent with organizational

rules, policies, practices, and procedures. Individuals using legitimacy styles may

be more likely to give direct orders; to pull rank and refer to their higher status,

title, or position; or to use the nappings of their position, such as a uniform, a title,

or an office location (e.g., the big comer office on the senior-executive floor) to

reinforce their authoriry.

As we noted, this tactic is often accompanied by other influence approaches:

information that is only available to the office holder, or control of rewards and

punishments for compliance or noncompliance. While the exercise of the duties

and responsibilities of the ofEce frequently requires certain behaviors, office hold-

ers who want to extend these powers sometimes abuse the privileges.zl Power

holders extend the use of legitimate power beyond the scope and boundaries for
which it was meant. The academic dean may let some athletes stay in school, even

when they have failing grädes, as a favor to the football coach. The banker may

actually take a bribe from a businessman and, in exchange, fail to take action on

the bad loan. Such behavior is not defined by the role, but occurs because the

power enjoyed by the office holder is now being abused. A variation on the use of
legitimacy is to suggest that the target should comply because the organization

and its higher authorities are really the ones making the request. In this variation,

the agent suggests that "the organization would like you to do this" or "those in
higher authority in the organization" desire compliance.z2

Friendliness

A fourth influence tactic is to use the power base of attractiveness and friendli-
ness and to create a relationship with the other person. By establishing this rela-

tionship with the other person, we hope that the friendship that develops will lead

the other to comply simply because friends like each other, help each other out,

and do favors for each other. Some friendliness tactics include gaining rapport
with others, showing genuine concern and interest for the other person, sharing

feelings, expressing liking and appreciation for the other, working hard to under-

stand the other's perspective and preferences, emotionally supporting the other,

being loyal to her, and keeping confldences. Listening to others, eliciting contri-
butions from others, and giving them credit for work done or contributions made

are also effective interpersonal tactics for building friendships and strong inter-
personal relationships.

Using friendliness is a less-effective influence approach when there are time
pressrues or a decision is needed quickly. Developing a relationship takes time
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and must progress at its own pace. In fact, using friendliness as an influence tac-
tic usually requires that the relationship between the agent and the target already

exist before the request is made so the relationship can be effectively exploited.
If the agent tries to cultivate a relationship very quickly and to use it simply as a

vehicle in which to lodge the influence request, it is likely that the target will see

the friendliness gestures as superficial and insincere, a perception that will raise

the target's defensiveness rather than lower it. This use of "expedient friendli-
ness" is often called ingratiation, or, more colloquialiy, "kissing up." Ingratiating
behavior can be particularly irritating as the agent attempts to use flattery, emo-

tion, and other friendliness tactics to soften up the target before making the

request, yet people who are very accomplished at using ingratiation tactics are

often so good at it that the tårget may not realize what is happening unlil after the

deed is done,

Prais e or Reinforc ement

A fifth influence tactic is the use of verbal praise, encouragement, and affirmation
that the other is doing well, Research shows that verbal reinforcement, approval,

and praise are highly effective, perhaps as effective as tangible, economic
resources, in shaping behavior.23 This same research has also shown that man-

agers do not use positive reinforcement and praise enough. Too often, managers

assume that praise is not necessary for people who are 'Just doing what they are

supposed to do."
It is important for the negotiator to use verbal reinforcement, praising lan-

guage, and supportive words, gestures, and commentary to reward the target per-

son for desired behaviors. If the other party expresses a view we like, show your
approval of that view. If the pafiy makes a favorable concession, express your
appreciation for that concession. If he stops advocating a negotiating position that
you did not like, affirm that behavior. You can use praise consistently and repeat-
edly throughout a negotiation, but you should particularly use it at the end, when
the parties are summarizing and wrapping up their agreement. Express support
and appreciation to ttre other party for whatever she did that was consistent with
our own objectives: cooperation, sharing information, willingness to make con-
cessions, or whatever part she took in shaping the final deal.

Assertiveness

A sixth influence strategy is assertiveness, which is to express what one wants in
a strong, forceful style and manner. Assertiveness is information presented in clear,

strong, compelling language-a combination of the personal quality of persistence

and determination with emotional language that signals that determination. One
way to express assertiveness is by making demands, clearly and emphatically stat-

ing what you want. You can also demonstrate assertiveness by making unilateral
decisions-who will attend a meeting, what the agenda will be, what the issues
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are, who gets to speak, and what alternatives will be considered. Assertiveness
may work when used selectively but is unlikely to be effective in the long term
because of the resistance and resentment it engenders in the other party.z+

Inspirational Appeal

A seventh influence tactic is to create an inspirational appeal. This tactic suc-
cessfully combines information with an emotional message that appeals to the
target's idealism, personal values, or hopes and aspirations for the future. In short,
inspirational appeals are motivational in the best sense of the term: they inspire
people to perform, energize them, and build feelings of strength and confidence
that will hopefully lead to superior performance.

Inspirational appeals are often called by other names: pep talks, sales pitch-
es, or motivational speeches. They require several things to be successful. First,
the agent must be able to present ideas powerfully, especially by invoking emo,
tions. Speeches are full of these emotional messages as well as the colorful lan-
guage of symbols, metaphors, word pictures, and phrases that appeal to our val-
ues and ideals. Charismatic leaders and motivational speakers understand these
Ianguage principles well and know how to use them. Second, inspirational appeals

must be able to articulate a future-a future state or condition that is significant-
ly better than the present, and afuture that the other party desires. Finally, inspi-
rational appeals must outline a desired course of action that will supposedly lead
to the attainment of the vision or values. Although the inspirational message may
be strong on values and emotional content, it must also be hanslated into a spe-
cific course of action that will lead to the objective.

Consultation

As an influence strategy, consultation is the process of involving others in plan-
ning a strategy, process, or outcome, or being willing to modify one's own posi-
tion based on the other's ideas, suggestions, and input. Consultation is not a strat-
egy that is frequently mentioned as an influence tactic, In fact, in many ways, it
is redundant with the concept of negotiation because, by definition, negotiation is
the process of give and take in order to arrive at an outcome shaped by both sides.
Yet it is important to recognize that a consultative influence strategy is empower-
ing because it explicitly solicits and invites the other's input, as opposed to the
strategies of persuasion or assertion, which unilaterally direct the other toward
particular behaviors and outcomes. Consultation seeks to draw on the other's
information, perspective, personal integrity, and self-respect by asking her advice
and input. The power of participative decision making in management is drawn
directly from the power of consulting others about their preferences rather than
unilaterally directing their choices. (Roger Fisher and Scott Brown develop the
mnemonic ACBD-Always Consult Before Deciding-as a key way to manage
and strengthen an important relationship through consultation.)z5
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Pressure

we will use the termpressure to broadly define the strategic use of information plus
sanctions-particularly punishment-to accomplish objectives. By using pressure,
an agent makes demands, suggests consequences about what will happen if the
demands are not met, engages in frequent surveillance to determine whether the
demands are carried out, reminds the other person frequently about what is expect-
ed, and eventually may deliver the actual punishment if the demand is not met or
not met on time. A sales manager may cut her salesperson's pay for repeatedly fail-
ing to achieve sales target projections. An executive may fire her secretary for fail-
ing to improve her typing skills. A father may deny his son television privileges for
a week because he didn't clean up his room. A supplier may put a late charge on
an overdue bill to a customer. And, like reward power and the use of praise, coer-
cive or punishment power can be as effective in verbal form as the withdrawal or
denial of tangible resources. If the sales manager berates tle salesperson for failing
to make target sales quotås rather than fuing him, or if the father yells at his son
rather than denying him television privileges, the impact may be just as great.

The conditions for the use of pressure are similar to those for the use of
exchange and praise: the other party is dependent on the power holder in some
way, the agent controls some form of resources which can be denied or taken
away from the other party, and the punishment can be administered in a manner
that will ensure the other person's compliance. The decision to use pressure is
most likely related to the power holder's perception of the willingness of the other
party to comply. Sanctions, whether positive or negative, are most likely to be
involved when expectations of successful influence are lowest.26

The few empirical studies of power use in negotiation have tended to find that
parties with higher power tend to use more pressure tactics, such as threats, and
make fewer concessions. Interestingiy, when the power distribution between the
parties is relatively small, the low-power party also displayed a high level of threat
use and power tactics, creating an escalation between the panies that usually
destroyed the negotiation.2'| At best, pressure tactics produce short-term compli-
ance with requests, but they also are likely to produce high resistance from the other
party. As a result, frequent use of pressure tactics leads to very high resisance, in
which the agent must consistently escalate the severity of consequences for non-
compliance and the willingness to invoke them. It should be clear, therefore, that
frequent use ofpressure strategies alienates the other party and requires a great deal
of coercive pressure to sustain compliance. If possible, therefore, pressure strate-
gies should be used sparingly and selectively because any use is likely to corrode
the relationship between the parties, and any frequent use is likely to destroy it.

Coalitions

The last influence tactic is the use of coalitions. In a coalition strategy, the agent
enlists the aid or endorsement of a number of other people (who the agent knows,
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likes, or respects). The agent then either asks these other people to make direct
requests to the other party or suggests to the other party that many people have

already endorsed or supported the desired behavioral objective. Coalitions can be

used in upward and lateral influence. In upward influence, the subordinate

attempts to influence the boss and suggests that a number of other subordinates
endorse the action. In lateral influence, the agent suggests that a number of the

other party's peers already endorse the desired action and asks the other person to

"get on board and be a team player." The agents can use these supporters by sim-
ply suggesting that they support the desired action or as go-betweens to approach

the other party directly. In the latter case, go-betweens are usually selected

because of already-strong friendshrp relationships with the other pafiy that may

now be exploited to change the other pafty's view or willingness to comply.28

Summary
A great deal has been written on power and its use in organizations, and this liter-
ature has been signif,cantly enriched in the past 10 years. However, few of these

works have been specifically directed at understanding power in negotiations. We

began by stating that power is important to negotiators for differenf reasons,

depending on their intentions. If their intent is to gain some competitive advantage
over the other party, then they will seek ways to enhance and use their power to
achieve that objective. Thus, negotiators may use power to pursue a competitive
objective. In contrast, they may also use power to pursue an integrative or coop-
erative objective; in this case, power will be sought to balance the power between
the parties so they may pursue collaboration on an equal footing. We then dis-
cussed the different ways that power could be defined and the implications of
these different definitions for a complete understanding of power use in negotia-
tion. Finally, we explored a number of influence strategies that combine various
power sources into more explicit strategies in order to exert leverage on the other.

We encourage more research in how these tactics draw on power, when they
are used, and under what conditions they are effective so we might enrich this dis-
cussion in the future.
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